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2015 BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION
52 years ago in October, with just a few metres of
track, Castledare Miniature Railway hauled its first
passengers on our very first public run day. From
those humble beginnings, Castledare has evolved into
one of Australia's best and longest miniature railways.
In celebration of the event, a majority of active
members turned out to the club and enjoyed the
railway without the stress of public running. Every
operational club locomotive was involved.

The President's Bit

Members setting up for the timetabled run at
the Birthday celebrations. Locos are: Denis P.
Moore, Betsy, Husky and RA1919. Photo: Editor

This month has seen good progress on many ongoing projects that are improving the efficiency, safety and
overall appearance of our railway.


The safety chain project has resumed with another three carriage sets made safer with chains
between every non-articulated carriage on the Maroon, Heritage and assorted Gondola sets. This
leaves only a few internal couplings to go. This system is fully compatible with most other miniature
railways in Australia and allows chains to be attached in any direction.



The remedial work at Canning is almost complete, and track replacement will soon begin.



New air lines have been installed throughout the loco sheds in preparation for the move of the
compressor to the 'Plant Room' (formerly 'Relay Room'). Drain points have been installed so that
any unwanted build-up in the air system can be easily cleaned to help protect the system which
includes steam locomotives and the compressor.



Denis P. Moore has had new steam injector valves installed making it significantly more user
friendly. The wooden handles are a nice touch. It also has a new spark arrestor arrangement that
has had a promising start. This should see a reduction in complaints and fires.



The Wednesday School Holiday runs have proven yet again to be successful with a good turnout of
passengers on both days. Don't forget that there are four weeks in January in which we are running
on Wednesday so any help will be appreciated.



The new signal gantry at Niana South has seen its first public running use and is definitely more
efficient and interesting to the public than a signals operator with some flags (no offence Mike!)

That's all for this month, keep up the good work!
John Palm

President
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Denis P. Moore: Original Plans and Article
Denis P. Moore was my sixth locomotive and was inspired when I visited Roger Marsh in the UK in 1969.
Roger had completed his first Tinkerbell loco based on the Heywood 15" gauge loco designed in 1875. The
Tinkerbell design swayed me over to the wonderful idea of being able to drive and ride a locomotive whilst
on the footplate.
So back to Australia and on to the drawing board, but instead of an 0-4-2 with a pony truck not doing much
work, I decided to build it as an 0-6-0. The 42" wheelbase however would be too much for our 60 foot
radius curves at Castledare, let alone the 20 foot radius outside my workshop in Rossmoyne.
So again, reference to Sir Arthur Heywood revealed he got around this by using an ingenious system of
drive axle, with a spherical joint and sliding yoke. Construction of this was not so difficult, since Don
Bowyer, one of our members, was then working at Vickers Hoskins, and helped me by using a numerically
controlled machine to drill and fit the spherical drive and pin to the rear axle. It was then a 'Klein-LinderWatson' rear axle.
This proved several years later that Denis P. Moore easily met the requirement for public running at
Castledare. This was demonstrated by a record of sorts with the loco pulling 28 loaded passenger cars with
158 passengers over the then one mile long track at 8mph.
Roger's Tinkerbell had a marine type circular firebox boiler which would be okay for short runs but I
wanted a more powerful Briggs type boiler for our longer track. Building Denis took just one year's worth
of spare time to build. The day it was completed, my son Christopher, just three years of age at the time, lit
up. As usual, there was the odd leak but when we opened the regulator, Loco No. 6 eased herself out of
my workshop. As it took the 20ft radius curve the rear driving axle moved over just 1 3/4 inches to one side
then back again as it straightened out and I cried, "Eureka! I have a perfect locomotive." The elation that I
felt at being on my own footplate sensing all the vibrations, motions, feelings, smells and sounds were all
that I always wanted on a 7 1/4" gauge railway.
The loco was loaded on to a trailer and taken to Castledare where it was coupled to a dozen wagons and to
hear the exhaust I became all overcome with emotion. As the wheels passed over the rail joints one gets
the feeling of a full size loco, but with a weight of just under 3/4 of a ton. The large cab allowed me later to
sit with one of my three boys so they could experience the thrill with me.
Keith Watson
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Castledare at NDMES
Sunday 25th October saw Castledare regulars Dion, Dylan, Tanya, Scott, Luke, Harrison and Clive 'invade'
Balcatta for their October public run day. Soon all except Dion found themselves driving a variety of
locomotives hauling the public. However Dion enjoyed himself too and was promptly planted in a loco at
the conclusion of public running.
We felt a little embarrassed that CMR members had taken over Northern District's run day. For a
significant part of the day there was only one non-Castledare member driving! However their President,
Tom, explained after the run that they were all very grateful for our participation as apparently that day
several of their regular drivers were unable to attend.
We were made very welcome by all of Northern Districts' members and thank them for an enjoyable visit.
The complimentary lunch also went down well. Something to try at Castledare?
Clive Woodward

Your editor on Steve Reeves' Blowfly. Photo: T
Mackellar
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Crossley Fires Up
Crowds at RHWA
A historic event occurred at Railfest 2015 as Rail Heritage WA
have restored a WAGR XA class diesel engine to running
condition. Hearing the HST-Vee8 notched up was quite
something, a sound that used to be a normality on Western
Australian railways. The loco was not allowed to move around
the yard, but the noise of the Crossley was enough of a reward
for the volunteers that restored her. It was a definite crowd
favourite on the day, and could be heard as far away as
Bassendean train station!

Trapped! Our editor caught in the communications
door of XA 1405 Warienga at Railfest 2015. Photo: C
Woodward

Points of Interest

What makes CMR, CMR? Obviously our patrons come to ride trains. Like other miniature railways the
world over, we have trains. So why Castledare? Perhaps our track? We are blessed to have a unique
riverside location, the envy of other clubs far and wide. Is it the Canning River that makes us what we are?
Not entirely.
What distinguishes us from any other miniature railway are our Points of Interest. Yes, I've borrowed the
term from my GPS navigator. Without Points of Interest [PoIs] we are running around a barren desert. Or a
football oval. Were we to survey passengers on their favourite PoIs on a miniature railway I'm certain the
top pick would be tunnels. We don't have any of those. Well not quite. Next in line I believe to be bridges.
At least we have a good number of those. PoIs can be all sorts of objects, even trees. However the
individual trees are unlikely to be memorable - or the topic of conversation when patrons discuss their day
out with their neighbours. Unless the trees form a living tunnel.
So the PoIs that make us notable are railway-related structures. These include the obvious: stations, signal
boxes, locomotive sheds, the aforementioned bridges. Right down to location signs and signals. And water
towers.
It's very easy for a small group of members to remove a PoI. Under several pretexts, including "it looks
ugly", "it's too old" and 'its falling down'. Before you get involved in the removal of a PoI, ask yourself, "Am
I contributing to the uniqueness of Castledare?". Would repairing that aged PoI be a better outcome?
Remember, too, the AALS allows some non-conforming structures to remain under 'grandfather' [preexisting] clauses.
We have an added concern with our PoIs. Many were erected in days of lesser bureaucracy. So if one is
removed in haste and not promptly replaced with a substitute structure, we'll never be able to have that
PoI again. Or we'll have to spend up big on consultants' fees.
Losing some PoIs is out of our hands. As part of the Southern Loop remediation works Honiton Cutting has
lost depth. Maybe we can build it up in due course? We've also lost the hillock near the workshop. Again,
that could be replaced. The remediation works do have positives. They've left us with a firm and stable flat
area near the former Canning Station to build up a picnic facility for use by private bookings. Some input on
a rotunda and BBQ facilities would be welcome. Canning Signal Box is very lonely out there...
So, please, before you remove a Point of Interest, think for a moment - what are you going to replace it
with?
Clive Woodward.
The views expressed above are my own.
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November
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

1

2

3

4

5

6

Niana Run

SANDGROPERS
NDMES

9

10

Member's
Day

11

12

13

Work Day

Dinner
Amongst the
Palms (Out)

16

17

Wilson Run

18

19

20

Work Day

21
Work Day

10am-2pm

22

14
Work Day

SANDGROPERS
NDMES

15

7

Work Day

Work Day

11am-3pm

8

Sat

Dinner
Amongst the
Palms (Club)

23

24

25
Work Day

26

27

28
Work Day
Dinner
Amongst the
Palms (Club)

29

30

Booking Run
11:30am 3pm
Niana
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IMPORTANT NOTICES


GUARDS: Make sure you have an effective fire extinguishing device on your train and that it has
been filled up and tested.



DRIVERS: There are two speed limits on our system, 10kmh and 4kmh. You must travel at 4kmh in
the following areas: Renner Bridge, any unlocked facing point and all stations. Otherwise, 10kmh is
the limit.

IMPORTANT DATES


Sunday 29th November is a private booking run for the Wilson Catholic Parish Church and it starts
at 11:30am and finishes at 3:00pm.



Saturday 5th December is a private booking run for the Mustang Car Club and it starts at 11:00am
and finishes at 3:00pm
Expect to see approx. 100 passengers at each event. Any and all assistance will be appreciated.

Run day photos - clockwise from top left: Dylan drives G535 up Charlie's Bank Photo: C
Woodward. Jamie drives Carmel towards Penrhyn; EM44, Betsy, Sumo and Carmel at Niana;
Denis crosses Bailey Bridge. Photos: D Pearson.

Send your contributions to the Editor at: steamtrain118@gmail.com for the next issue!
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